
The CSV data contained the exact geolocation of a

meteorite landing but not the city or country name. Meteorite

names are usually named after the city they land. This is not

enough since cities with the same name exists in different

countries. In addition, a meteorite could land more than once at

the same city. The CSV data often concatenates more information

after the meteorite’s name when this happens. Hence, making

programming and the data analysis extensive and prone to errors.

Using Google’s Geocoding API (application programming

interface) would make easier to determine the city and country of

landing. The API has a reverse geocoding aid to convert

geographic coordinates into a human-readable address. Other APIs

from Google could be also used to create a better map without

using Python’s Matplotlib library, which it’s very limited.

The questions established at the beginning of the project

were answered successfully. The year 1979 had the most landings.

The range of latitude where meteorites land the most is in the

Southern hemisphere, specifically in higher latitudes where

Antarctica is located.

Meteorites with higher mass tend to land in the North

hemisphere at medium latitudes. The meteorite with greatest mass

from the sample landed at the North hemisphere at the latitude

44.05. The meteorite landed in 1976 and weighted 4,000kg (4.4

US ton). This meteorite was identified after looking at the

complete dataset. The id is 12171 and the meteorite’s name was

Jilin. The name is based in the same city which is located at the

latitude 44.05 and longitude 126.16667 in China. The result

coincides with references found in the Meteoritical Bulletin

Database.

Meteorite landing follows Zipf’s distribution law meaning

the meteorite landing is more frequent for those with less mass

than high higher mass.

The need for data analysis and visualization has been

growing for the last years. As the world of the internet has grown,

also has the amount of information. Social media has increased

the amount of data to be analyzed. It’s estimated that at least

1,200 petabytes of data are held by the big tech companies such as

Google, Microsoft, Facebook and Amazon. The amount of data is

not counting what is held internally by companies or other service

cloud storage companies. In order to discover, solve problems and

move our technology forward, statistical analysis and

visualizations are needed. Data analysis and visualization is a

trending domain in computer science, in both academia and

business fields. The surge of using quicker and easier-to-program

tools such as JupyterLab, R Studio, PowerBI, and Tableau are in

high demand today for such purposes.
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For billions of years, the Earth has witnessed meteorite

falls. Meteorites enter the Earth’s atmosphere and land in more

places than others. Recording on meteorites has been based on

sighting and recovery. Many meteorites recoveries had been

possible to Earth’s conditions (such as cold temperatures) and

human dedication. This project aims to corroborate data findings

using Python programming language in a JupyterLab web

environment. Data visualization of meteorites sample data will

help to analyze where they land the most, which is the heaviest in

mass and what year had the most landings. Zipf’s law is

considered as an approach to investigate if meteorites hitting the

Earth follow any distribution pattern.
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Results and Discussion

A meteorite is defined as a piece of rock or other matter

from space that has landed on Earth without being destroyed by

the atmosphere. Meteorites are mainly classified due to its

composition as Iron or Stony. Iron meteorites composition is high

(~90%) in Iron and Nickel. Stony meteorites composition is higher

with of other elements. Meteorites have been falling on Earth for

billions of years and meteorite recovery has been done for many

centuries. Recording, collection and analysis of meteorite landing

took popularity in the 1960s and 70s, but there is also have a high

record of meteorite recovery during the 1800s [2]. Lately, there

has been more effort to analyze and find patterns in scientific

using data mining and big data analysis techniques.

Introduction

Background

This project aims to answer the following questions using

Python programming:

• What latitude range does meteorites land the most?

• Where does the heavier meteorites land the most?

• Which years had the greatest number of landings?

• Which was the heaviest meteor to land between the 1970s until

2013? Where did its land?

• Does the data follow Zipf’s law?
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A comparison made using a heatmap chart showed

meteorites are greatly found in high latitudes at the South

hemisphere such Antarctica. Figure 1 shows the South high

latitudes darker which indicates the meteorites generally land on

that part of the globe.
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Python programming was the approach used to handle data

analysis and visualization. Python-based libraries Pandas and

Matplotlib were mainly used. Pandas library was used to load,

read and display data from the CSV file into tabular data (data

frame data type). Pandas also allowed to calculate basic statistical

values and made easier to manage data as necessary to create the

figures with Matplotlib later. Matplotlib library allowed to create

all the graphic visualizations to analyze meteorite data. This

library contains a set of functions familiar to MATLAB users.

Other libraries such as NumPy and Seaborn were used to create a

heatmap chart.

The dataset was public data available at DATA.GOV as a

CSV (comma separated values) format file. The mentioned

website it’s a U.S. Government’s open data catalog that contains

data, tools, and resources to conduct research, develop web and

mobile applications, design data visualizations.

The file only contained data until 2013. Sample data from

meteorite landing used had a window of 40 years. The data chosen

to create the visualizations was from 1973 until 2013. The data

had the following attributes: (1) meteorite id; (2) meteorite name;

(3) mass in grams; (4) meteorite type; (5) latitude; (6) longitude;

(7) geolocation; (8) date of fall; and (9) a category to determine if

the meteorite was found or not.

The first step to organize the data to determine the approach

to use was to look at the raw data to properly identify the formats,

datatypes, etc. Data was cleaned to choose the sample. Date

formats were changed for easy extracting of the landing year using

Microsoft Excel. The analysis and visualization to perform chosen

was to make comparison between meteorites mass, year frequency

and where they land the most. The place of landing was defined

by latitude: high, medium or low latitude at the South and North

hemisphere. Antarctica is in the South hemisphere at latitude -

75.2509766 and longitude -0.071389.

The top numbers for landings at the different latitude ranges

were obtained. A higher tendency of landing around Antarctica is

shown by comparing the data with the heatmap chart. The

histogram in Figure 2 shows a tendency of meteorites with higher

mass landing more in the North hemisphere rather than in the

South. The meteor with greatest mass landed in 1976 as shown in

Figure 3. It weighted 4,000kg (4.4 US ton).

Figure 1. Latitude Frequency Heatmap Figure 4. Zipf’s Law for Top 100 Meteorites

Basic statistical calculations were executed for the data

using Pandas library. The standard deviation (40850) suggests

there’s a big gap between the mass values of the data. The median

(24.5) suggests there might be a higher number of low mass

meteorites in the data. The Zipf’s law distribution analysis was

applied to the data using the top 100 meteorites in mass (kg), to

confirm the suggestions from basic statistics. The meteorite mass

decreases as rank decreases. A small count of very heavy mass

meteorites and a big count of lighter meteorites can be observed in

Figure 4.

Figure 3. Top 50 Yearly Meteorite Landing by Mass (kg)

Figure 2. Top 50 Meteorite Landing by Mass (kg) per Latitude


